
Week 6
Inner 

Alchemy



Alchemy is the art, and science, of transformation. Converting one form of matter into 

another through manifestation. It is a magickal experience, as the transformation seems to 

take place out of thin air.. but the key to Alchemy is Intention & Energy. When you 

understand that everything in our Universe is Energy at its core, you can understand how 

Alchemy is a tool. One of my favorite examples of alchemy is the life, death, life cycle. When 

we let go of the things in life that no longer serve us, we create room for a new cycle to begin. 

Like the Phoenix, going through one rebirth after another, allowing its self to burst into flame 

before being reborn from the ashes, new life can only come from death. And Alchemy is the 

thread that sews together each of our transformations. The more in touch we become with our 

internal realm, and the shifts we cycle through on a daily basis, the easier it is for us to step 

into our Power as Alchemists. Another example of alchemy I love is tears. When we shed a 

tear, we are releasing an emotion in the physical form. We have, in that moment, given feeling 

a body. Tears are the manifestation of emotion, the same way laughing or smiling is. We take 

something we feel in our bodies and, as Alchemists, transform it into a physical manifestation. 

When we observe all the times we've unknowingly alchemized a feeling or situation, we realize 

how in touch with this Gift we have always been. We begin to write a new story, one of 

absolute Power & magnificence. When you unleash your inner Creatrix, she marries the inner 

Alchemist. And you become fully empowered. We are going to transform fear into confidence, 

and doubt into courage. This is the beauty of Alchemy, and this is how we transform.



Transformation can seem scary because it is new. But the more we surrender to change and 

allow ourselves to evolve the easier it becomes. We begin to Trust ourselves and the process of 

life a lot easier. Think of a butterfly, and their process as an Alchemist. Creating a womb 

space to drop into so they can be reborn. They create the perfect environment for magick to 

happen. It is the same way when we listen to and nurse our own Intuition and instinctive 

nudges. We create the perfect environment for our own break through and transformation. 

We have to Trust ourselves & our path through the transformations. It does not always seem 

like the smoothest or easiest path, but it always brings us exactly where we are meant to be. 

And through each experience, we grow and receive clarity. This process is one of the truest 

forms of self love. Only through surrender and faith can we transform.

When/how have you witnessed Alchemy in your own life?



Listen to the "Life Death Life" Audio 

Knowing your Season 
Like we talked about in the audio, we cycle and flow through different seasons. Identifying the 

season you are in can help you accept it, make peace with it, and move through it with ease. 

Look at this chart anytime you are trying to figure out where you stand on your journey. Not 

to shame or be mean to yourself, but to help you show up for yourself with open arms & lots of 

love. The more you accept where you are at, with the awareness that things will change once 

again, the easier it becomes to allow yourself to flow. And life becomes a little more gentle.

We each have our own process, our own ways of working through trauma & putting pieces 

back together again. Becoming aware of  your current season can help you surrender and 

ultimately live in more ease. The chart below talks about each season. You may begin to 

notice patterns in how you cycle through seasons and what this means for you. You may begin 

to realize what triggers certain emotions, that throw you into particular seasons. For 

example, being around certain people or situations may inspire you and help you move into 

spring. Awareness is key! When you understand how you operate, you can fall deeper into self 

acceptance.  There is no right or wrong way to show up for yourself as long as you show up!



Summer

Winter

Spring

Autumn

Feeling:

- motivated

- active

-energized

-excited

-creative

- extroverted

-abundant

 

Experiencing:

- abundance

- success

- fun

-ease

- growth

-expansion

-things "working out"

Feeling:

-inspired

-new

-fresh

-ready

-light

-reborn

-hopeful

Experiencing:

-opportunities

-ideas

-visions

-possibilities

-fresh starts

-new friends

-planting seeds

Feeling:

-tired

-uninspired

-complete 

-full

-ends nearing

-open 

-confused

 

Experiencing:

-receiving

-changing

-retreating

-releasing

-sorting

-uncovering

-realizing

Feeling:

- alone

-icy

-introverted

-sore

- curious

-emotional

-vulnerable

 

Experiencing:

-processing

-surrendering

-integration

-hibernation

-restoring

-understanding

- cleansing



 Another thing to note about seasons, is that you are not defined by any particular 

one. You can be in a Summer as far as career goes, while being in a winter in terms of 

relationships. It is not black and white (nothing in the human realm is!) As long as 

you are properly taking care of yourself, you are on the right track. We have the 

capacity to allow ourselves & our experiences to be fluid, with out putting too much of 

a label on them. Alchemy can come into play here, as we learn to embody more of the 

Energy we are wanting feel. We can be aware of where we are at, accept this place, 

and still strive to make ourselves feel better. This is a conscious practice, and one 

that devotes ourselves to ourselves. It puts us in the place of ultimate Power if we 

really step into accountability. We can be the gentle, loving, but kick ass version of 

our self that ultimiltely liberates us from our own confines. It is so much more about 

how we handle the seasons that what season we are in. Some of us thrive in summer, 

while others prefer the seclusion of autumn. Like all things, it is totally unique to each 

one of us. SO it is up to us to learn how to show up & pamper ourselves in every 

season. Some seasons may call upon our inner Queen, while some call upon our inner 

Mother. No matter where you are falling on the spectrum, tapping into your bodies 

wisdom will help you connect to your Truth.



***Answer these questions***
What season are you in right now?

How can you navigate your current season?

When did you move into this season?



What season do you feel most comfortable in?

What season do you feel least comfortable in?

How can you show up for yourself through 

the changes in your cycle?



Your Tool Box
Accountability is the #1 tool when it comes to consistent Sensual Self Love. You can know 

how to take care of yourself, but unless you are actively utilizing your practices.. it will not 

become a seamless part of your life. One of the most magickal parts  of Inner Alchemy is the 

opportunity for true body, mind, spirit connection. When you are feeling down, or in need of 

some extra loving, you are able to see this & act upon it. Instead of judging or criticizing 

ourselves, we simply give ourselves what we are craving and seeking. If it is love and 

affection, we show up. If it is a sense of grounded-ness and security, we show up! This 

commitment to ourselves will be the thread that holds us together through every season, 

every lesson, and every bump in the road. It will also be the magick that propels us into the 

growth, love, expansion and blessings our path holds for us. 

My practice for you is to get clear on the tools that help you feel most connected & supported 

by yourself. You may want to look back to week 3 and check in with your sensual language. 

How do you crave to be seen, pampered, and shown up for? How can you turn these cravings 

into solid, daily practices? Or transform them into a physical action? This is the gate way into 

self healing & understanding the power of being our own number one supporter.

 Listen to the "Creating a Tool Box" Audio



Once you have a good sense of the tools that belong in your tool box, you can begin to 

use them as a consistent healing out lit. One of the most important tools we can place in 

our tool box is allowing ourselves to go with the flow- seriously! Not labeling things as 

good or bad, but instead allowing them to just be. And making the best out of every 

single situation. Reflecting on week 2, and how we talked about the fact that we are the 

only ones who have control over how we feel, using this same concept to help us move 

with more ease. We can consciously choose to surrender to our  path and natural 

rhythms & cycles. Bringing a bit more ease & flirtatious energy into seemingly hard or 

stressful situations. Rewriting the stories/labels you place on situations anytime they 

are no longer serving or making you feel down. This is how powerful you are. This is how 

important allowing our natural cycles to play out with out judgment or shame is. We 

have to surrender, accept, and Trust ourselves to get us through it. Tap into that 

POWERFUL Goddess Energy, and let yourself transform in that moment. As soon as you 

choose to focus your energy on what serves you, everything changes. The more you 

allow yourself to be heard, the easier this process is. Your body wisdom is constantly 

sending you signs about what you need, what feels good, and what resonates. Listen and 

apply it. In situations where your are not feeling so good, let yourself surrender to the 

magick of cycling. Know it will pass, and surrender.



creating affirmations 

checking in with yourself through out day

trusting your body wisdom

connecting to nature

planning recharge days

taking social media breaks

 rituals

connecting with sisterhood

journaling 

allowing yourself to feel all emotions

sensual connection to self/enviornmemt

Tools for the tool box:



Being Accountable
Accountability is one of the most misunderstood terms when it comes to self love. Its a 

masculine word for sure, implying some state of self reflection and critiquing. But 

accountability can be medicine when we allow it to come from a feminine place of love and 

concern. We are accountable with ourselves because we genuinely want the best for 

ourselves. We navigate our being with love & acceptance, while also looking at how we are 

treating ourselves very real and very honestly. This helps us keep our mind in check. It also 

helps us develop a super Trusting relationship with ourselves. The more we show up fully, 

the more we reaffirm to ourselves that we are prioritizing our well being. This shifts our 

vibration, puts new stories in play, and creates a healthier internal environment. Using the 

tool box we've created, and turning accountability practices into a routine allows us to make 

this work sustainable. The more you put into yourself and your practices, the more you will 

benefit. Routine & accountability are the masculine container we put into place so our 

feminine energy can run wild. Once we have the stability of knowing that we are showing up 

for ourselves, the more space we give our Inner Goddess to emerge. We begin to feel 

grounded in our Truth, in touch with our Power, and comfortable with our unique Gifts & 

Magick. This is the power of structure, and one of the biggest lessons we learn from the 

masculine. Accountability is a tool and a teacher when we use it gently. 



Listen to the "I Trust Myself" Mediatation and then the 
"Closing Out" Audi�.

 

Answer this journal prompt: 
How can I lovingly create a sustainable routine that 

will keep me accountable on my Self Love Journey?

Final Journal Promt:
Reflect on the Growth you've encountered over these 6 weeks



Week 6 Sum Up & Sacred Practices
This week we dove into creating a sustainable way to utilize this work. To make Sensual Self 

Love a lifestyle, something that can continue to serve us in this life. We talked about Trusting 

and honoring ourselves, while staying super in touch with what we need. We created a tool 

box to turn to when we need support, and gave ourselves permission to feel everything we 

need to feel along the way. This week is super important, because it makes the Self Love 

journey last. It gives us the option to live a life fully dedicated to ourselves. My assignemts for 

you this week are to see how you can breathe a little more Love into each aspect of your life. 

In what ways can you be more gentle with yourself? Lean into that. Where can you show up 

with more love? DO that. This is not about being perfect, but being accountable.

Sacred Practices
1. Create a tool box to turn to when you need support

2. Be accountable with yourself, see where you are still struggling & review those areas

3. Celebrate your wins & how far you've come!

4. Be super super gentle with yourself. Ask often, how can I be kinder?


